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Abstract

Conversation is a creative process. When we converse, we engage rich networks
of meaning, forming conceptual connections within and among ourselves. To prevent
these connections from fading, we take notes or work together through other external
media. Sufficiently rich conversation is a multimedia activity.

The recording media we use for conversations (audio, video, text) are immutable, lin-
ear, and one-dimensional. As conversation has become computationally-mediated, it
has inherited the limitations of these recording media. Both recording and chat media
coerce conversation into a structure that contradicts how its content came about in the
first place.

I propose tools for a more principled chat that embraces the capabilities of our minds
and the computational medium. These tools augment conversation, remote or in-
person, into a creative activity for knowledge-making.
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*a comic exposition

written for the Convivial Computing Salon, <Programming> 2020

*Chatting with Glue
cognitive tools for augmented conversation

2 DAYS LATER

and uh

I mean, you send your friend some ideas and

wonderfully generative, yet hopelessly

stunted and often irretrievable

The Paradox of ChatChapter 1: 

when we converse, we exchange information

but we don’t just talk

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)

thinkas soon as we open our mouths, we start to 

updating our beliefs

 making connections

articulating our models

© Dubberly & Pangaro, 2011

(5)

and certainly producing a lot of insight along the way

au dio
VIDEO text

text text text

text text
text text text

(10)
(6)

© Apple, 2015

(7)

(8)

(9)

blah

blah
blah

blahblah
blah

blah blah blah

blah
blah

but it’s so easy to encode our utterances into:

designed transcribedas if our conversations weren’t , but 

 a contradiction.

 and our devices,

  but this is a problem.

structured information

richnessthere’s a lot of  in conversation

(notetakers and sketchnoters know this well)(12)

(13, 14)

conversational mediaare  that have accidentally

 our thinking

 and

engraved

linearized

(11)

this richness is most abundant in the 
minds participating

for any single thought can be expressed 
with uncountably many phrases

fans out
every concept, every keyword we 
recognize  into dozens more

(the best speakers endow each 
word with deliberate meaning)

(19)  but it’s nonlinear

 and never complete

not only is it more rich than 
our utterances alone

Am I suggesting conversation is a circle?

hardly. I love the snappy back-and-forth, 

 the story

and the bleak understatement

of a good conversation

but what happens when we expand the 
conversational medium?

how can we go beyond a linear, temporal, 
low-bandwidth activity

without getting in the way

of the sublime symbiosis of speaking?

a disintegration loop?

The Disintegration Loops

© William Basinski, 2002 (20)

The Social Network

© Sony Pictures, 2010 (21)

(conversation by Aaron Sorkin)

What does this suggest about conversation?

(15)

(16)

(17)

© Anderson, 1983 (18)

and this is no coincidence: our thoughts 
activate in patterns of association

through densely-connected roots

weighing down supple branches

falling into articulation

multiplying in volume

they’re enriched and diversified by others

and galactic rhizomes

Our conversations have a memory problem

online and offline

they meander and swerve focus,

jumping between synchronous and asynchronous

oh

see?? exactly!

...and?

The progressive homogenization of personalities and 
personal relationships cannot be stemmed without a 
retooling of society.

Ivan Illich, Tools for Conviviality

and as ideas sprout from our mind-trees

(5)
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The Shape of WanderingChapter 2: 

constructionconversation is 

time is the scaffolding

ideas are the bricks

3
0
s

sometimes we build small houses

other times, skyscrapers
20

m

but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes
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but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .
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isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)
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I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
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but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple
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wander we 
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Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes
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I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .
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of the linearized world
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well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .
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These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
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topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .
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of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
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well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat
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but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)
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isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .
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isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017
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her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not
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I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.

March 19, 2020 (28)
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The Shape of WanderingChapter 2: 

constructionconversation is 

time is the scaffolding

ideas are the bricks

3
0
s

sometimes we build small houses

other times, skyscrapers

20
m

but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.

March 19, 2020 (28)
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The Shape of WanderingChapter 2: 

constructionconversation is 

time is the scaffolding

ideas are the bricks

3
0
s

sometimes we build small houses

other times, skyscrapers

20
m

but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

!

!

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.

March 19, 2020 (28)
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Conversation Over TimeChapter 3: 

where does a message go

after you’ve sent it?

?

As if it wasn’t hard enough already to manage 
our linear-chat notifications

nowGLUE

now we have a multi-dimensional glue space to 
track changes for!

nowGLUE

how are we supposed to catch up with an 
excited outliner? or a group of them?

nowGLUE

leaftree
i think about this problem in terms of two spaces:


-space and -space

-spacetree

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

notice the pink glow on the side >

that’s an ambient “read” status”,

telling us that Pink saw our message.

2 HOURS LATER

4

Suddenly, while you’re away, there’s an

update!

oh, hey!

See how pink’s message is marked as

    new? That’s not the only one.

Let’s climb up the tree a bit with those

buttons below...

*click!*

shwoop!
*I’ll make this comic


interactive at some point...

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view

tree

but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots

showing what’s new with just a bit of

context.

ah, I see! so this is a leaf I’m sending

you.

It’s a shallow representation of our outline

now

2hr

now

30s

2hr

tree
collapsed

recall what the second

group of messages looked

like  in


-space:

leaf
context

salience
treewhile -space has an abundance of ,


-space has an abundance of 

i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together

nowGLUE

By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.

nowGLUE

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

We’ve seen how we can glue new 

messages together

but what happens as these messages

age?

meanings change over time

correction: they *evolve over time.

Observablehq’s Visual Dataflow

© Tucker et. al, 2020 (29)

the original message was

rough.

every message we send has

its place in (chat) history

as it sits there, it steeps

and ferments

its meaning seeping into

the adjacent messages

ideabut the  had a chance

to evolve

mess opusfrom a  to an 

memorynow, let’s talk about 

if you recall, at the very beginning, i said:

how does glue help with this?

Manuscripts & Sheets from

Beethoven’s Opus 101

(30, 31)

On the web, iterative work happens through

repeated presses of an edit button

edit

edit

edit

edit

but in the process, we often forget how we

got there

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

changes → edits

discrete like atoms → as atomic as messages

themselves

so, what if we made changes

discrete like atoms?

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

yep! and in the process, this message:

by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.

co-evolved with the conversation

into this:

nice!

accepted

accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.

Our conversations have a memory problem

associations!

by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for

?

?

?

!

...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,

Sparse Distributed Memory

but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.

James Carse, Finite and Infinite Games
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As if it wasn’t hard enough already to manage 
our linear-chat notifications

nowGLUE

now we have a multi-dimensional glue space to 
track changes for!

nowGLUE

how are we supposed to catch up with an 
excited outliner? or a group of them?

nowGLUE

leaftree
i think about this problem in terms of two spaces:


-space and -space

-spacetree

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

notice the pink glow on the side >

that’s an ambient “read” status”,

telling us that Pink saw our message.

2 HOURS LATER

4

Suddenly, while you’re away, there’s an

update!

oh, hey!

See how pink’s message is marked as

    new? That’s not the only one.

Let’s climb up the tree a bit with those

buttons below...

*click!*

shwoop!
*I’ll make this comic


interactive at some point...

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view

tree

but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots

showing what’s new with just a bit of

context.

ah, I see! so this is a leaf I’m sending

you.

It’s a shallow representation of our outline

now

2hr

now

30s

2hr

tree
collapsed

recall what the second

group of messages looked

like  in


-space:

leaf
context

salience
treewhile -space has an abundance of ,


-space has an abundance of 

i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together

nowGLUE

By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.

nowGLUE

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots
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We’ve seen how we can glue new 

messages together

but what happens as these messages

age?

meanings change over time

correction: they *evolve over time.
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memorynow, let’s talk about 
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how does glue help with this?
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but in the process, we often forget how we
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so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?
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discrete like atoms → as atomic as messages

themselves

so, what if we made changes

discrete like atoms?

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

yep! and in the process, this message:

by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.

co-evolved with the conversation

into this:

nice!

accepted

accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.

Our conversations have a memory problem

associations!

by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for

?
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,

Sparse Distributed Memory

but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.
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with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

notice the pink glow on the side >

that’s an ambient “read” status”,

telling us that Pink saw our message.

2 HOURS LATER

4

Suddenly, while you’re away, there’s an
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See how pink’s message is marked as

    new? That’s not the only one.
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shwoop!
*I’ll make this comic
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to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view

tree

but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.
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their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots

showing what’s new with just a bit of

context.

ah, I see! so this is a leaf I’m sending

you.

It’s a shallow representation of our outline

now
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recall what the second

group of messages looked

like  in


-space:

leaf
context

salience
treewhile -space has an abundance of ,


-space has an abundance of 

i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together

nowGLUE

By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.

nowGLUE

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

We’ve seen how we can glue new 

messages together

but what happens as these messages

age?

meanings change over time
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every message we send has

its place in (chat) history

as it sits there, it steeps

and ferments

its meaning seeping into

the adjacent messages

ideabut the  had a chance

to evolve

mess opusfrom a  to an 

memorynow, let’s talk about 

if you recall, at the very beginning, i said:

how does glue help with this?
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On the web, iterative work happens through

repeated presses of an edit button

edit

edit

edit

edit

but in the process, we often forget how we

got there

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

changes → edits

discrete like atoms → as atomic as messages

themselves

so, what if we made changes

discrete like atoms?

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

yep! and in the process, this message:

by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.

co-evolved with the conversation

into this:

nice!

accepted

accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.

Our conversations have a memory problem

associations!

by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for

?

?

?
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,

Sparse Distributed Memory

but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.

James Carse, Finite and Infinite Games
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excited outliner? or a group of them?
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leaftree
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-space and -space

-spacetree

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

notice the pink glow on the side >

that’s an ambient “read” status”,

telling us that Pink saw our message.

2 HOURS LATER

4

Suddenly, while you’re away, there’s an

update!

oh, hey!

See how pink’s message is marked as

    new? That’s not the only one.

Let’s climb up the tree a bit with those

buttons below...

*click!*

shwoop!
*I’ll make this comic
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It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view

tree

but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots

showing what’s new with just a bit of

context.

ah, I see! so this is a leaf I’m sending

you.

It’s a shallow representation of our outline

now
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now

30s
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recall what the second

group of messages looked

like  in


-space:

leaf
context

salience
treewhile -space has an abundance of ,


-space has an abundance of 

i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together

nowGLUE

By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.

nowGLUE

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

We’ve seen how we can glue new 

messages together

but what happens as these messages

age?

meanings change over time

correction: they *evolve over time.
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the original message was

rough.

every message we send has

its place in (chat) history

as it sits there, it steeps

and ferments

its meaning seeping into

the adjacent messages

ideabut the  had a chance

to evolve

mess opusfrom a  to an 

memorynow, let’s talk about 

if you recall, at the very beginning, i said:

how does glue help with this?
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On the web, iterative work happens through

repeated presses of an edit button

edit

edit

edit

edit

but in the process, we often forget how we

got there

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

changes → edits

discrete like atoms → as atomic as messages

themselves

so, what if we made changes

discrete like atoms?

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

yep! and in the process, this message:

by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.

co-evolved with the conversation

into this:

nice!

accepted

accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.

Our conversations have a memory problem

associations!

by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for

?

?

?
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,

Sparse Distributed Memory

but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.

James Carse, Finite and Infinite Games
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our linear-chat notifications
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track changes for!

nowGLUE

how are we supposed to catch up with an 
excited outliner? or a group of them?
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leaftree
i think about this problem in terms of two spaces:


-space and -space

-spacetree

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

notice the pink glow on the side >

that’s an ambient “read” status”,

telling us that Pink saw our message.

2 HOURS LATER

4

Suddenly, while you’re away, there’s an

update!

oh, hey!

See how pink’s message is marked as

    new? That’s not the only one.

Let’s climb up the tree a bit with those

buttons below...

*click!*

shwoop!
*I’ll make this comic
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It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view

tree

but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.
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to the off... welll.... I give up
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If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space
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to the offshoots of their offshoots

showing what’s new with just a bit of
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ah, I see! so this is a leaf I’m sending
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i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together

nowGLUE

By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.
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the process becomes a conversation
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accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.
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by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,
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but the only search terms you remember are      and      :
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finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.
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Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
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to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

We’ve seen how we can glue new 

messages together

but what happens as these messages

age?

meanings change over time

correction: they *evolve over time.
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its place in (chat) history

as it sits there, it steeps

and ferments

its meaning seeping into

the adjacent messages

ideabut the  had a chance

to evolve

mess opusfrom a  to an 

memorynow, let’s talk about 

if you recall, at the very beginning, i said:

how does glue help with this?
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On the web, iterative work happens through

repeated presses of an edit button

edit

edit

edit

edit

but in the process, we often forget how we

got there

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

changes → edits

discrete like atoms → as atomic as messages

themselves

so, what if we made changes

discrete like atoms?

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

yep! and in the process, this message:

by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.

co-evolved with the conversation

into this:

nice!

accepted

accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.

Our conversations have a memory problem

associations!

by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for

?

?

?
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,

Sparse Distributed Memory

but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.

James Carse, Finite and Infinite Games
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As if it wasn’t hard enough already to manage 
our linear-chat notifications

nowGLUE

now we have a multi-dimensional glue space to 
track changes for!

nowGLUE

how are we supposed to catch up with an 
excited outliner? or a group of them?

nowGLUE

leaftree
i think about this problem in terms of two spaces:


-space and -space

-spacetree

This is the space we’ve been working

with so far.

 It’s active.

It shows the whole of the conversation.

from the roots...

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

notice the pink glow on the side >

that’s an ambient “read” status”,

telling us that Pink saw our message.

2 HOURS LATER

4

Suddenly, while you’re away, there’s an

update!

oh, hey!

See how pink’s message is marked as

    new? That’s not the only one.

Let’s climb up the tree a bit with those

buttons below...

*click!*

shwoop!
*I’ll make this comic


interactive at some point...
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treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view
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but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of
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to the off... welll.... I give up
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by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation
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Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.
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by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,
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but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.
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to see what’s new.
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minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view
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but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to
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i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together
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By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.
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discrete like atoms?
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messages themselves?
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by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.
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nice!

accepted
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Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.
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by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for
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...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,
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but the only search terms you remember are      and      :
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finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.
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3 more messages...

treethe clicker is unique to -space

it lets us jump around quickly

to see what’s new.

aside: i’d also like to explore

minimaps in the future

to visually represent unreads

in a compact way

-space is super handy when

you’re conversing in real time or

want a bird’s eye view

tree

but it’s dense, and you sometimes

want a more brief digest of

what’s new in your giant tree

that brings us to

-spaceleaf

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

to the off... welll.... I give up

phew!

who knew recursion was so exhausting?

If tree-space is an outline, leaf-space

is a timeline.

to the offshoots of their offshoots

showing what’s new with just a bit of

context.

ah, I see! so this is a leaf I’m sending

you.

It’s a shallow representation of our outline

now

2hr

now

30s

2hr

tree
collapsed

recall what the second

group of messages looked

like  in


-space:

leaf
context

salience
treewhile -space has an abundance of ,


-space has an abundance of 

i believe both spaces have a place in a glue chat

Jumping back to this: if managed properly, I 
don’t think push notifications are necessarily evil

nowGLUE

We saw that in leaf-space, thanks to the 
hierarchical structure of the outline, notifications 
can be grouped together

nowGLUE

By no means is this a perfect solution to the 
information overload we experience on the daily, 
but perhaps it can be better-organized.

nowGLUE

to their offshoots...

to the offshoots of their offshoots

to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

3 more messages...

We’ve seen how we can glue new 

messages together

but what happens as these messages

age?

meanings change over time

correction: they *evolve over time.
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the original message was

rough.

every message we send has

its place in (chat) history

as it sits there, it steeps

and ferments

its meaning seeping into

the adjacent messages

ideabut the  had a chance

to evolve

mess opusfrom a  to an 

memorynow, let’s talk about 

if you recall, at the very beginning, i said:

how does glue help with this?

Manuscripts & Sheets from

Beethoven’s Opus 101

(30, 31)

On the web, iterative work happens through

repeated presses of an edit button

edit

edit

edit

edit

but in the process, we often forget how we

got there

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

changes → edits

discrete like atoms → as atomic as messages

themselves

so, what if we made changes

discrete like atoms?

so, what if we made edits as atomic as

messages themselves?

yep! and in the process, this message:

by representing edits as messages,

the process becomes a conversation

in itself.

co-evolved with the conversation

into this:

nice!

accepted

accepted

Conversation is already a writing process. Let’s

give it the tools it needs to thrive.

Our conversations have a memory problem

associations!

by structuring our thoughts, we

can find old messages the same way

our brains remember them

suppose you’re looking for

?

?

?

!

...conversations take random walks through events 
and ideas in a manner determined by the associative 
networks of the participants.”

Douglas Hofstadter, Foreword,

Sparse Distributed Memory

but the only search terms you remember are      and      :

in an unstructured chat log,

finding what you need is a task in itself

cognitive grappling hooks

but since our memories are associational,

we can use what we remember as


 onto what we

can’t remember

treeby walking the  neighborhood

around what we know, we accumulate

knowledge about what we don’t

and soon enough, with glue showing

us the way, we find what we need

following associational trails has always been

how we remember things. let’s not forget that.

True storytellers do not know their own story...

Neither do they know anyone else’s story in its 
entirety. The primary work of historians is... to reveal 
continuity where we have assumed something to be 
ended.

James Carse, Finite and Infinite Games
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The Power of PasteChapter 4: 

all media is entangled

ideas come about through bricolage

and everything is a remix.

in a world of paste, everyone’s a bricoleur.

pinkseveral chats later, i come back to ’s

messages with some related media

does that mean i’ll just reply with it?

or is there a better way to glue things together?

this looks like quoting, but it’s not.

embellishments
i call the enrichment of text with

media: 

what other embellishments might we use?

in situ

this mechanic doesn’t seem like a big deal,

but showing embellishments 
makes a huge difference to me

marking messages to-do, or setting reminders...

we can react to individual passages

emphasis for the sake of emphasis (pointing)

relations to prior conversations

it’s bidirectional: if i click the highlight,

it jumps to where i responded

5 prior messages...

and everything is a remix.

| everything is a remix.





                                

      

vimeo.com/14912890

it’s hypertext.

all media is entangled

ideas come about through bricolage

and everything is a remix.

| entangled



            Understanding Media            



            Marshall McLuhan (1964)

| everything is a remix.





                                

      

vimeo.com/14912890

| bricolage



            Mindstorms            



            Seymour Papert (1980)

that’s a good one!

What kind of language are we building up

through embellishments? Is there a grammar?

“Embellishmentlish”

| “Embellishmentlish”


hey, what’s so funny? 

Is a poptart a type of ravioli? yes or no?

| “yes”

this feels recursive.

| recursive

reminds me of this


to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

let’s just do this tomorrow

| tomorrow

     reminder set for Tomorrow at 8am

consider how media appears in linear chats right now

out of context, it halts the

conversation in its tracks

So you’re talking about something and...

re: yesterday

                      


youtube.com/watch?v=FavUpD_IjVY
cows & cows & cows

FINE I’ll watch it

2 MINUTES LATER

What was I talking about again?
blockermedia is a 

when presented in context, however,

it’s an embellishment

there’s no interruption to the flow

instead, references accumulate

where they belong, ready to use

(32)

© 1994 

(33)

© 1993

(34)

© 2010

(35)

© 2010
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The Power of PasteChapter 4: 
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The Power of PasteChapter 4: 
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ideas come about through bricolage
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The FutureChapter 5: 

there are, of course, many facets to

reimagining chat i didn’t examine in this comic

here are a couple:

how can we portray emotions, gestures, and attention

in an authentic way through a computational medium?

how do groups work in the medium i’m proposing?

what does a “chat document” look like in whole?

these are questions i’d like to explore next,

and i’m eager to hear others’ thinking around this

affect1. 

environments & workspaces2. 

two-dimensional outlining3. 

academic work4. 

rhizomes & trees5. 

code6. 

glue chat itself7. 

i’d like to think i’ve proposed a less linear chat

in this comic, but there is an entire dimension

i’ve missed

see john palmer’s “spatial software”,

muze.nyc, and andy matuschak’s

“peripheral vision” thread linked below

see also schmitz’s

“language of twitter” on the

implicit grammar of our

chat affordances

what bodies of literature did i totally neglect in

this comic? here are just a few:

i bounced between trees and rhizomes as the

data structure of choice for glue chat

if code is conversation, repls, repos,

and notebooks are the current

chat-media we have

what does chat that supports

a code embellishment look like?

profoundly 
many philosophers will be annoyed.

they are different structures

i need to think more about hierarchical vs

non hierarchical representations of conversation

computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW)

conversational analysis (sociology, linguistics)

ethnomethodology memory (cognitive science)

Figma annotation in Spatial Software

© Palmer, 2020 (36)

in some way or another i want to see a glue chat happen

ideally this comic would not have been a comic at all

it would have been a conversation in the

(unimplemented) glue chat medium

thanks for reading!

feel free to get in touch if you also want to

make glue chat a reality!
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it would have been a conversation in the

(unimplemented) glue chat medium

thanks for reading!

feel free to get in touch if you also want to

make glue chat a reality!
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